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Abstract Ice flashover, lightning flashover and bird

damage are the main reasons that cause transmission

facility failure. The impact of these environmental factors

on the operational risk levels of power systems should be

taken into account in power system maintenance schedul-

ing and operation planning. This paper studies the mid-

short-term risk assessment methodology considering the

impact of the external environment. The relationship model

between natural disasters and transmission lines is pre-

sented. The conditional outage rate model and the sampling

technique are then proposed considering the correlated

outage of multiple transmission lines when a disaster

happens. The framework of the mid-short-term risk

assessment model is outlined. A test case of Jiangxi pro-

vincial power grid validates the proposed model. The

results show that the model can quantify the impact of

disasters on the forced outage rate of transmission com-

ponent and their outage correlation, and thus effectively

revealing the mid-short-term risk of power systems. The

model can facilitate a more strategic decision-making on

maintenance scheduling and operation planning of power

systems.

Keywords Mid-short-term risk assessment, External

environment, Natural disasters, Outage correlation,

Conditional outage probability

1 Introduction

As the increasing scale of power systems and the

growing reliance of human society on electricity, the losses

of the power system blackout become larger than ever

before. The capability of power system that could serve the

load securely and reliably is attracting more and more

attentions. Based on the theory of risk assessment in the

power system planning studies, the theory and the meth-

odology of operational risk assessment of power systems

have been proposed [1]. The operational risk assessment

quantifies the mid-short-term or even real-time risk level of

power systems according to the status and external envi-

ronment of the generation and transmission facilities. The

results of operational risk assessment can help the power

system operator make wise dispatching decisions. The

operational risk assessment acts as an important role in the

power system to avoid the large scale blackout.

Previous researches show that the external environment of

the transmission facilities has a significant impact on the

forced outage rate (FOR) [2, 3]. In the time horizon of

operational risk assessment the detailed information of the

component external environment is much more certain

compared with long-term risk assessment. Therefore, the

operational risk assessment should use the specified FOR of

the transmission component under certain condition, rather

than using the long-term average value [4]. In recent years,

there are several power system blackouts around the world

that are caused by natural disasters, such as ice storm,

lightning storm and bird migration [5–7]. Considering the

impact of these disasters is crucial for revealing the opera-

tional risk level of the power system.
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The issue of the operational risk assessment has attracted

much attention. Many studies focus on modeling the short-

term FOR of the component. Fuzzy models and probabilistic

models are mainly used to build a relationship between the

FOR of the component and its operational status or external

environment. Reference [8] proposed a fuzzy clustering and

similarity based model in the risk analysis under the ice storm.

Reference [9] outlined a time-varying and condition-based

Markov process model for the outage of transmission com-

ponents. References [10, 11] proposed a weather dependent

short-term reliability model for the transmission equipment

while Ref. [12] proposed a current dependent model. Refer-

ence [13] built an outage probability model for transmission

lines that can consider multiple kinds of disasters. Reference

[14] used Pareto distribution and Copula function to model the

joint probability distribution for ice and wind loads on trans-

mission lines and towers. A series of methods have been

proposed for evaluating operational risk. Random fuzzy

sampling method is proposed in [15] while a credibility theory

based risk assessment method is proposed in [16]. Reference

[17] evaluated the power system risk under the hurricane by

dividing the power system into different regions according to

the path of hurricane. The fuzzy inference system is used to

build the nonlinear relationship between hurricane parameters

and the increment of the component outage rates. Reference

[18] built up an analytical function between the effective wind

speed of typhoon and the FOR of transmission lines and

proposes a risk evaluation model that considers the transient

stability. Reference [19] discussed the impact of real-time

FOR of transmission lines on the results of operational reli-

ability evaluation.

All of the researches above only consider the impact of

operational conditions on each single component of power

system and do not take into account the coupling of outages

between multiple components. In fact, under the condition of

extreme weather or disasters, the outages of the facilities

affected would have a strong correlation [20]. This paper pro-

poses a mid-short-term risk assessment model considering the

impact of external environment on transmission lines. Firstly,

the features of the mid-short-term risk assessment model are

compared with those of long-term and real-time risk assessment

models. Secondly, the relationship model between natural

disasters and transmission lines is presented. The conditional

outage rate model and the sampling technique are proposed,

which consider the correlated outage of multiple transmission

lines when a disaster happens. Finally, the framework of the

mid-short-term risk assessment model is outlined.

2 Features of mid-short-term risk assessment model

The mid-short-term risk assessment model in this paper can

provide auxiliary information for maintenance scheduling and

operational planning of power systems. The time scale of the

risk assessment model ranges in the middle of the long-term

and real-time risk assessment. The power system risk

assessments on these three time scales are different in terms of

modeling, factors considered and application areas. Table 1

compares the differences among the long-term, mid-short-

term and real-time risk assessment methods based on [11].

Both the mid-short-term and real-time risk assessments

belong to the field of operational risk assessment. The main

difference is that the real-time parameters, such as envi-

ronmental temperature, wind speed, sunshine heat, and

load level cannot be obtained in several days or weeks

ahead of time. Therefore, the temperature dependent or

current dependent models can hardly be incorporated into

the mid-short-term risk assessment model. However, on

such time horizon the probability of harmful disasters, such

as ice storm, lightning storm and bird migration could be

forecasted, since these disasters have strong seasonal reg-

ularities. These disasters should be considered in the risk

assessment because they are the main reasons of the

transmission facility failure. Furthermore, the healthiness

of the transmission component can also be considered in

the mid-short-term risk assessment. The rest of the paper

will focus on the conditional outage rate modeling and the

sampling technique for transmission lines under disasters.

3 Transmission line reliability model considering

disaster impact

3.1 Relationship model between transmission lines

and disasters

In the real-world power system, the geographical rela-

tionship between the paths of the transmission lines and the

disasters may be complex [17]. Some lines are not located

entirely in one disaster area. Some may go through mul-

tiple disaster areas. At the same time, there are usually

more than one line located in one disaster area. The rela-

tionship model between the transmission lines and the

disasters is outlined in order to mathematically describe

such relationship. The principle of the model is illustrated

in Fig. 1. The disaster area model is built according to the

surveying map of disasters. The principles of forming the

disaster areas include:

1) Adjacent regions that are influenced by the same

disaster should be gathered as one disaster area. One

disaster area only corresponds to one single kind of

disaster, while one kind of disaster can be divided into

multiple areas.

2) The occurrence of the disaster in one area should have

consistency. If two regions may not have disasters
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occurred at the same time, they should be divided into

two separate areas.

3) A disaster area may cover multiple regions that are not

connected geographically.

The relationship model between the transmission lines

and the disaster areas is then built using geographic

information system (GIS). Each transmission line is split

into segments according to the disaster areas it passes by.

In Fig. 1, Line 3 passes all the three disaster areas and

therefore should be split into 7 segments. Segment 1, 3, 5, 7

are not located in any disaster area and can be combined

into one segment since their reliability models are identi-

cal. Assuming that Line i passes through ki disaster areas,

the line should be divided into ki ? 1 segments and is

marked as ij, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ki þ 1: Segment ikiþ1 represents

the segment that do not locate in any disaster area.

Assuming that there are totally M disaster areas, Formula

ij 2 m means that the j-th segment of the i-th line locates in

the m-th disaster area.

The method above provides a standard way for model-

ing the relationship between the transmission lines and the

disasters. It should be noted that the proposed model do not

consider the condition that multiple disaster areas may

geographically overlap with each other. Indeed, some areas

may involve multiple disasters, however, these disasters

hardly happen together. Therefore, for each specific period

of time in the risk assessment the disaster areas could be

regarded as separated with each other.

3.2 Conditional forced outage probability

of transmission lines considering disaster impact

The disaster-dependent random failure model for

transmission lines is built based on the two-state weather

model [10]. For a disaster area m, assuming that Pm is the

ratio of days that disasters happen through the whole year.

For each line i 2 m, assuming that Fi,m is the ratio of trip-

out events caused by disaster area m over all of the trip-out

events and ki is its overall trip-out rate. The conditional

trip-out rate of the i-th line considering the disaster is

ki;m ¼
ki

Fi;m

Pm
; when disaster happens

ki
1�Fi;m

1�Pm
; when disaster does not happen

(
ð1Þ

The outage of the transmission line is regarded as an

irreparable failure in the mid-short-term risk assessment.

Assuming that T is the start time period and t is the time

length of the risk assessment, the length of the j-th segment

of the i-th line is li,j, the reclosing success probability of the

line is gi, the forced outage probability of the j-th segment

of the i-th line from T to T ? t can be calculated by

Table 1 Comparison of the risk assessment methods among different time scales

Type Time

horizon

Application Operational condition Component

outage

model

Meaning of component

reliability model

Long-term

risk

assessment

1 year to

several

years

Generation and

transmission

expansion

planning

Do not consider any operation condition Reparable

failure

The ratio of time that the

component is not available

Mid-short-

term risk

assessment

Several

days to

several

weeks

Maintenance

scheduling and

operation

planning

Natural disasters and healthiness of the

component

Irreparable

failure

The probability that the

components break down in

the time horizon

Real-time

risk

assessment

Minutes to

hours

Day-ahead

scheduling and

real-time

dispatching

Environmental temperature, wind speed,

sunshine heat, load level, service time,

state monitoring indicators

Irreparable

failure

The probability that the

components break down in

the time horizon

Fig. 1 Illustration of the relationship between disasters and trans-

mission lines
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pi;j ¼
R Tþt

T
ð1 � giÞki;mli;je

�ð1�giÞki;mli;jtdtR1
T
ð1 � giÞki;mli;je�ð1�giÞki;mli;j tdt

¼ 1 � e�ð1�giÞki;mli;jt:

ð2Þ

The model mentioned above can be explained using

Fig. 2. The Zone 1 represents the probability space that the

disaster happens while the Zone 2 represents the

probability space that the disaster does not happen. The

grey ellipse represents the probability space that the line is

at the outage state, which locates partially in Zone 1 and

partially in Zone 2. When the disaster happens, the

conditional forced outage probability is determined by

the area proportion of Zone 3 out of Zone 1, otherwise it

corresponds to the proportion of Zone 4 out of Zone 2.

Using (1) and (2) the conditional forced outage proba-

bility of each segment for each line can be obtained when

the state of each disaster area is available. Practically, the

estimation of Fi,m, ki and gi may be difficult in terms of

lacking enough samples, since the trip-out is a small

probability event. These parameters could be estimated by

categories of voltage levels, assuming that the lines in the

same categories have a similar reliability parameter.

3.3 Sampling method considering outage correlation

Once the disaster happens, it is more likely that the multiple

segments of different lines in one disaster area have the outage

simultaneously, which makes the outage occasions of differ-

ent lines have positive correlation. A real example is the ice

storm in Southern China in 2008. There are occasions that

multiple transmission lines in one disaster area trip-off or fall

out together in a short period of time. The correlation of the

outages should be considered in the line state sampling.

Assuming that Lm ¼ ijjij 2 m
� ��� �� is the number of

segments located in the disaster area m and outage corre-

lation coefficient matrix among all the segments is Cm. Cm

can be decomposed into the product of a lower triangular

matrix and its transposed matrix using Cholesky decom-

position method:

Ci ¼ LLT: ð3Þ

Generating a series of random numbers dl, l ¼
1; 2; . . . ; Lm to form a random vector D and transforming

D using L, we have

~D ¼ LD: ð4Þ

It can be proved that the elements in the random vector
~D has a multi-dimensional normal distribution with a

correlation coefficient of Cm and the margin distribution of

each element is still a standard normal distribution [21].

Assuming that the segment ij corresponds to the l-th

element of ~D, the state of segment ij is determined by:

Si;j ¼
0; Uð~dlÞ� pi;j

1; Uð~dlÞ[ pi;j

(
; ð5Þ

where Uð�Þ is the standard normal distribution function.

Using (5), the correlation of all the segments in a disaster

area would exist in their sampled states.

In fact, Uð~d1Þ; Uð~d2Þ; . . . ;Uð~dLm
Þ obtained from the

method above is the sampling of the Gaussian Copula

function with a correlation coefficient matrix of Cm. The

Copula function is a kind of special distribution function

which has a uniform marginal distribution on each dimen-

sion. Copula functions are mainly used in modeling the

correlation between stochastic variables. Specifically, the

Gaussian Copula function models the dependency among

multiple Gaussian distributed variables. The advantage of

the Copula function is that each marginal distribution of a

Copula function is a uniform distribution. It can be trans-

formed using inverse distribution functions to obtain the

correlated sampling of any arbitrary distribution, which in

our problem is the Bernoulli distribution. The principle of the

correlated sampling is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the dots

represent the sampled values of Gaussian Copula.

The distribution of the samples show a positive corre-

lation between two dimensions. Meanwhile, on each

dimension the samples Uð~dlÞ are uniformly distributed. The

states of each segment of lines can be determined by

comparing each Uð~dlÞ with the corresponding conditional

forced outage probability pi,j. Such technique guarantees

that the outage probability of each segment maintains the

preset value while achieving a correlated sampling. For the

details of the Copula function, readers can refer to [22].

4 Framework of mid-short-term risk assessment

Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the mid-short-term risk

assessment that considers the external environment, the
Fig. 2 Principles of calculating the conditional outage rate of the

lines considering the natural disaster
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health of the component, load fluctuations, and generating

unit outages.

As shown in the flow chart, before sampling the states of

transmission lines and transformers the state of the disaster

(happen or not) in each area should be sampled. The

conditional forced outage probability of each segment in

the disaster area is calculated accordingly using the method

proposed in Sect. 3.2. If the disaster happens, the correlated

sampling technique proposed in Sect. 3.2 should be used,

otherwise the ordinary sampling technique that do not

consider the correlation should be used. The segments that

are not located in any disaster area should also be sampled

using the ordinary sampling technique. The state of trans-

mission lines is determined by the logical product of all its

segment states since the segments belonging to one trans-

mission line form a series reliability model:

SE
i ¼

Ykiþ1

j¼1

Si;j; ð6Þ

where SE
i is the state of i-th transmission line and Si,j, j ¼

1; 2; . . . ; ki þ 1 is the state of each segment.

The sampling technique proposed in this paper only

involves the random failure of transmission lines caused

by the external environment. Its healthiness dependent

failure model is built using the method proposed in [11].

Since the fundamentals of these two kinds of failure are

different, the outage occasions can be regarded as inde-

pendent and the overall state of the transmission line is

determined by the logical product of the sampling state of

each kind of failure:

Si ¼ SE
i SH

i ; ð7Þ

where Si is the overall state of the i-th transmission line, SE
i

and SH
i are the sampled states considering the impact of

external environment and the healthiness, respectively.

The reliability model of the transformer is very similar

with that of transmission lines proposed in Sect. 3. The

main difference is that the transformer do not have multiple

segments. Its healthiness dependent failure model is built

using the model proposed in [23]. The paper will not go

into specific on the reliability model of the transformers.

In Fig. 4, the sampling of generating unit and bus load

uses ordinary methods proposed in [1]. The sampling of

generating units only involves the units that are in opera-

tion state or used as standby reserves, while the states of

other units are assigned to 0 (stop).

Once the states of all the components are sampled, the

system safety under such state is evaluated using DC load

flow. If there is overload or electrical island in the power

system, the DC optimal load flow model is adopted to

calculate the optimal load-shedding on such state. The risk

indices are further calculated using the amount of shed load

and the convergence of the assessment is evaluated [24].

During the risk assessment, the contribution of each com-

ponent to system load shedding is calculated using the

Fig. 3 Principles of the sampling method considering the correla-

tions of multiple lines in the same disaster area

Fig. 4 Flow chart of mid-short-term risk assessment of power system
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method in [25]. The results can be used to identify the

weakness of power systems and can be used as a clue in the

decision making of maintenance scheduling and operation

planning.

5 Case study

5.1 Basic data

The real data of Jiangxi provincial power grid was

adopted in the case study. A 2-week operational record in

2012 was extracted and used as basic parameters. The

system load curve is shown in Fig. 5 with a maximum of

11,820 MW. The total capacity of operating and standing

by generating units is 15,900 MW. The power grid above

220 kV voltage level is considered in the case study.

The distribution of ice storm is considered in the case

study, as shown in Fig. 6. The reliability parameters of

transmission lines are counted in categories of voltage

levels and are listed in Table 2. The table shows that the

trip-out rate when the ice storm happens is much higher

than that when the ice storm does not happen. The FORs of

all the 500 kV/220 kV transformers are all set as

0.001725 times/year [26], The FORs of the generating unit

are set using the average values of 2009 in China [27], as

shown in Table 3.

5.2 Results

Six cases are set with different ice storm occurrence

probabilities from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.2. The indices of

LOLP and EENS corresponding to all the cases are shown

in Fig. 7. The results show that the system has much higher

risks while the occurrence probability of the ice storm

increases. The LOLP of the case where the disaster has the

occurrence probability of 1.0 is more than four times of

that when the disaster dose not happen.

We choose 4 lines to demonstrate the impact of the ice

storm on the outage probability of lines, namely Wenshan- Ganzhou I and II, Wan’an-Hugang I and II, respectively.

These four lines are the key branches in the south of Ji-

angxi provincial power grid and are responsible for sup-

plying the load in Ganzhou area. They are located in a

large-scale ice storm area, as shown in Fig. 8. Table 4 lists

the sampling results of these four lines in the case which

the ice storm occurrence probability is 1. The total number

of sampling times is 600,000. The results show that the

segments of lines located in the ice storm area have much

higher outage probability per kilometer than those that do

not. These segments increase the overall outage probability

of each line. In the sampling, the outage probabilities of

these four lines are 0.030745, 0.029774, 0.022927, and

0.023217, respectively. The joint probability that these fourFig. 5 Load curve of Jiangxi provincial power grid

Fig. 6 Ice storm distribution of Jiangxi provincial power grid (dark

grey area)

Table 2 Reliability parameters of transmission lines in Jiangxi pro-

vincial power grid

Index Voltage level

220 kV 500 kV

Trip-out rate (times/a/100 km) 0.8772 0.5619

Reclosing success probability (%) 52.60 57.77

Probability of trip-out caused by ice storm (%) 33.75 52.50

Conditional trip-out rate when the ice storm

happens (times/year/100 km)

1.776 1.770

Conditional trip-out rate when the ice storm does

not happen (times/year/100 km)

0.697 0.320
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lines having outage together is 0.0053, which is much

higher than the production of the four marginal probabili-

ties. Once the four lines fail together, the Ganzhou area

may have load shedding. Simultaneous failure probabilities

of the four lines and the EENSs of Ganzhou in different

cases are compared, as shown in Fig. 9. These two indices

have a similar trend and partially demonstrate the impact of

simultaneous failure of lines on the risk level of Ganzhou

area.

The impact of the outage correlation of transmission

lines in a same disaster area is analyzed as follows: the

correlation coefficient of any two lines in each disaster area

is assumed 0.9 (strong correlation), 0.3 (weak correlation)

and 0 (dependent), respectively. The ice storm occurrence

probability is 0.9 in all three cases. The corresponding

system risk indices of the three cases are listed in Table 5.

The results show that the LOLP of the strong correlation

case is almost the same as other two cases, while the EENS

and the economic loss are much higher. The reason is that

the outage correlation expands the impacts of the outage

and thus causing higher load shedding. The results imply

that ignoring the outage correlation of transmission lines in

the disaster area would largely underestimate the risk level

of the system.

6 Conclusion

Disasters such as ice storm, lightning storm and bird

migration have significant impact on the power system risk

level. A mid-short-term risk assessment model considering

external environment is proposed. The impact of natural

disasters and the correlation of the multiple component

outage occasions are considered in the assessment by

modeling the relationship between natural disasters and

transmission lines. The techniques of calculating the con-

ditional outage rates and sampling correlated outages in the

risk assessment are also proposed. The framework of the

mid-short-term risk assessment model is outlined based on

the proposed techniques.

Table 3 Reliability parameters of generation units

Unit type Capacity (MW) Forced outage

rate (times/a)

Thermal unit 600 MW and above 1.26

300–600 MW 1.07

300 MW below 1.00

Gas turbine unit – 1.01

Hydro unit – 0.73

Fig. 7 The impact of the ice storm occurrence probability on the risk

level of Jiangxi provincial power grid

Ganzhou
500kV 

substation

Hugang
220kV 

substation 

Wanan 
220kV 

Substation

Wan’an

Ganzhou

Ji’anWenshan
500kV substation

Ice storm 
area 2

Ice storm 
area 1

53
.3

 k
m

22.2 km

Fig. 8 Relationship between the Wenshan-Ganzhou I & II, Wan’an-

Shuanghu I & II and the ice storm disaster

Fig. 9 Impact of the ice storm occurrence probability on the EENS of

Ganzhou area and the simultaneous failure probability of lines
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The case study using the real data of Jiangxi provincial

power grid shows that the ice storm multiplies the risk level

of the entire system. Furthermore, ignoring the outage

correlation of transmission lines in the disaster area would

largely underestimate the risk indices. Using the proposed

method, the operational weakness of the power system can

be identified from both temporal and spatial points of view.

The results can further help strengthen the ability of the

power system in resisting the large scale blackout by

increasing the reserve and redundancy on the weaknesses

through the maintenance scheduling and operational

planning.
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